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Student Activity Book 
Answer Key 

 
Page 3  1. Answers vary 
  2. Answers vary, examples: high pitched, loud, sudden, buzzy, volume 
 
Page 4  3. Answers vary 
  4. Answers vary 
 
Page 5   1. The straw vibrated 
  2. Vibrate 
 
Page 8  1. Sound moved the salt on the balloon. 
  2. Answers vary, example: Energy causes matter to change or move. Sound can make  
      things move like this salt on a balloon stretched on a can. 
  3. Line from mechanical energy to salt on balloon. Line from sound  energy to Jake’s  
      mouth or to the paper towel tube. 
 
Page 9  1. Yes the wire can vibrate and make sound 
  2. It can vibrate if struck. 
  3. Picture should show arrows or waves to show sound going in all  directions from partner 
      to listener. 
  4. Picture should show an arrow or waves to show sound going up string to listener. 
 
Page 10 8. The short or 10 centimeter tube. 
  9. Air is vibrating 
  4. When the rubber band is shorter. 
  5. The rubber band 
 
Page 11.  1. Answers vary Example: The longer the vibrating object is, the lower the pitch it makes, 
      or the shorter the object is, the higher the pitch it will make. 
  2. Answers vary Example: I heard the pitch get higher as I shortened the rubber band, when I 
       blew across the plastic tubes, the shorter one made a higher pitch than the longer one. 
 
Page 12 First answer is a prediction 
  3. The thicker one will make a lower pitched sound unless it is stretched much tighter around 
       the box than the thinner rubber band. 
  4. Prediction 
  5. A middle pitch unless rubber bands are stretched differently 
  6. A. Stretch the thicker ones tighter than the thinner ones 
      B. Make the thicker ones shorter than the thin ones. 
  7. The thicker an object is, the lower the pitch it makes when it vibrates. 
 
Page 13. 1. Blowing harder makes a louder sound. 
  6. Blowing harder makes the pitch higher. 
  7. A. The material the object is made of. 
      B. How much energy is put into making the sound. 
 
Pages 14- 17 Answers vary 
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